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Council to Probe Registration Survev Form
by Robert Siniakin

A committee was formed by the Student Council at
their meeting last Friday to probe into the problem of
the " Registration Survey Form" which is included with
the registration material. The council also formulated a
recommendation regarding the "Attendance Policy".
The committee will consist of
three council members; Gus
G~rcia,electedchairperso~,Luis
Miranda, and Aaron Watkins.
Photo by Ste ve Scheiner
The committee will look into
Gus Garcia was elected chairman of a committee that will investigate the form which requires a
the registration survey form for possible ethnic p_re1·udice.
student to check an appropriate
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _..;..____________________

Students Work Beh ·,nd Cronk,·te
When the CBS News Electfon Night Coverage with
Walter Cronkite signed on the air November 2nd , four
Kean College students were there , working behind the
scenes.
The four are students in broad- night until CBS signed off the air
casting courses taught by Profes- at 5:30 a.m. and then was asked
sor Freda Remmers of the to come back on November 3
Division of Speech-Theatre- and work a few hours more. She
Media , who arranged the jobs is quick to point out, " I was exfor them. " I had hopes of getting hausted by Wednesday afterpositions for even more of our noon; but it was worth it. What
students," Mrs. Remmers ex- an experience! "
plained, "but I feel we were very
Jan O'Shaughnessy, senior
fortunate that at least a few of majoring in Fine Arts, and Jayne
our students had the experience Mikulak, senior majoring in
of working with a network news Speech-Theatre-Media , served
team. "
as escorts during the election
Renee Simkowitz, a junior coverage. Their
main resSpeech-Theatre-Media
major, ponsibility was getting people to
describes election night as a the right places at the right times.
once-in-a-lifetime experience. Ms. Mikulah said, "There were a
Ms. Simkowitz was working with large number of invited guests
the CBS news staff handling wire who came to watch the CBS
copy that came over the teletype coverage, in addition to the enmachines. " We had to sort tire CBS news staff and other
through the copy and distribute reporters and press representhe in-coming information to tatives." According to Ms.
various key points," she ex- U 'Shaughnessy, "We got to go
plained. "The people at CBS onto the floor of the newsroom
were very friendly and helpful. " to see the correspondents and
· Ms. Simkowitz worked election the control room, and we also

Grants-In-Aid Resumed
The New Jersey Historical
Commission will resume its
Grants-in-Aid for Research and
Teaching Projects in New Jersey
History which were suspended
last year because of a $50,000
reduction in its appropriation.
While no funds have been restored to the Commission 's
budget, staff economies have
made it possible to resume the
two programs.

tory .
The application deadline is
March 1. For application forms
and information contact t he
Commission, 113 W . State St.,
Trenton , N.J. 08625; or phone
Paul A . Stellhorn or Richard
Waldron (609) 292-6062 . "'

The research grants award up
to $700 to academic and amateur
historians for original research
and writing projects on the history of the state. Funds may be
used for travel, maintenance,
manuscript typing, photocopies
and other related purposes.

by Robert Siniakin

got a tour by the CBS staff so we
got to see the technical side of
the newscast too. "
Jim Pecca, junior majoring in
Speech-Theatre-Media , was assigned to work with the
Canadian Broadcasting Company, who was also broadcasting
from the CBS facilities. He
screened wire service copy as it
came in and monitored the other
networks to keep the Canadian
news staff up to date on election
returns as they were received.
He described his election night
job as "a fantastic learning experience. "
According to Mrs. Remmers,

(Continued on back page)

box that indicates his race : Black,
Hispanic (Puerto Rican and
Cuban), Oriental, Indian, · or
Others
(this
inc I u des
Caucasians).
A
d'
t G
. h f
.
':cofrf. mg to barcia, t e orm
Is me Icen
Spanish
studentsecause
have some
complainedtohimthattheyarenot
Cuban or Puerto Rican and do
not know which box to check.
He added that these are not even
races but nationalities. He also
added that he was informed by
th~ Dean of Students that the
forms are required by the
Housing, Education and Welfare
Oraganization (HEW) for their
own information. Garcia further

Expressions ~as passed by a
unanimous vote. Jack Seivers,
treasurer
of
Student
Organization, called it a "worth
while newspaper". He added
that the funding for Expressions
will be coming from the General
Reserve.
Sam Tuchman , council
member
suggested
that
the Independent devote one of
its pages to Expressions instead
of giving Expressions a four page
paper of its own. Calvin Wood,
editor-in-chief of Expressions
pointed out that a four page
paper hampers them and that a
one page paper would defeat the
purpose of having a Third World
Publication .
The council will submit a
recommendation
to the
Academic Standards Committee
(ASC) who is studying the possibilities of reinstituting a cut
policy. The council recommendation states that no limitations
should be made on cuts. Buz
Whelan , president of Student
Org and Al Mollozzi, vicepresident who represent the day
students on the committee will
present their recommendation,
to the ASC.
Chris Cottle , council member
stated, "Faculty Senate should

added, maybe the Registar can
issue the form in another way".
Pat Ippolito, acting dean of
students suggested , "the committee meet with the Registrar
and other appropriate administrators and to ffnd out why the
forms were put in with the reg istration materials."
The Third World publication

(Continued

on back page)

TPA to Host Winter Festival
The Kean College Music
Department will present a
Winter Festival in the Wilkins
Theater on the college campus
between November 28 and
December 10.
Opening on
Sunday,
Novembr 28 at 3 P.M., soprano
Teresa Begosh will sing her
Senior Recital featuring Robert
Schumann 's Lieberkreis. On
Monday, the 29th at 8 P.M . the
Brass Ensemble conducted by
Professor Tom Herron and the
Woodwind Ensemble conducted
by Professor Lowell Zimmer will
present. a varied program. -'The
Women 's Chorus conducted by
Dr. Michael Montgomery will be
featured
on
Wednesday ,

Concert Chorus conducte by
Professor James Cullen. They will
present a program of sacred
choruses and a setting of
Tschaikowsky's
Nutcracker
Suite, arranged by Harry
Simeone. All tickets are $2.00
which will benefit the Concert
Tour Fund. Paul Price and the
Percussion Ensemble will conclude the events on Friday evening December 10.

December 1 at 8 P.M. and will
present Chabrier's "Ode to
Music".

On Tuesday, December 2 a
fraternity benefit will highlight
the Concert Ban9 presentation
with Tom Herron, conductor.
Admission for this concert is
$1.00.
On
Friday evening,
December 3 and Sunday afternoon , December 5, the Opera
Workshop will present Mozart's ·
Unless otherwise stated adlmpressario directed by Dr. Anmission to the events are free.
najean Brown and staged by
Student and senior citizens may
Michael Jacobs. There will be an
apply for free tickets to all
admission charge of $1 .00
events. Further information may
The concert of Dec. 8 will be obtained by calling the Music
highlight the Chorale and Department at 527-2108 .

Freshman Council Seats Filled

Elections were held on
November 16th for the twelve
seats open to the freshman class
on Student Council.
According to Al Mollozzi,
chairman of the election committee, student council is the
The teaching grants provide ultimate deciding body in
Student Organization in any
up to $500 to projects for teachspecial "programming or iming about the state's history. Any
portant decision that the Experson teaching at any instrucecutive Board of Student Org
tional level may apply. Grants
reaches. He added, " The main
may be used for supplies, preservation of materials, photocopies, qualities for a council person are
an open mind towards new
travel and realted purposes.
cqncepts that arise and a general
Applicants for New Jersey Hissense as to what is happening in
torical Commission grants-in-aid
the school."
will have an opportunity toquesThe new members of council
tion staff members on any aspect
are Valerie Allen who received
of the grant programs in the Ar60 votes, Thomas Greene with 57
chives Exhibit Room of the State
votes, Teresa Baskerville with 53
Library, 185 West State Street, in
votes, Maria Rios, 52, Kelly
Trenton , Saturday, January 15, 9 Tanks, 49, Louis Miranda, 48,
a.m. to noon. No prior reg is- _ Karen Battaglia, 47, Gregory
tration is required .
Floyd, 46, Dorlene Hairston, 41 ,
The Historical Commission
Agnes R. Perez, 41 , Gina Abbate,
will hold an informal con- 40, and Aurora Rodriguez with
sultation on grants for Research 39.
in New Jersey History and TeachMollozzi commented that the
ing Projects in New Jersey Hiscouncil elections last year can-

didates were winning seats with
only 9 or 6 votes. He added, "I n
this election there are 5 Black , 5
Spanish and 2 non-minority
freshman council members." He
also added , "I n the past there
were 8 Wh ite students and only
one minor'ty student on council." He ,urther added , "T his
shows great initiative by the
Spanish and Third World and
other minorities."
The election had another large
turnout with 138 freshman
voting. Mollozzi stated, " This
was mostly attributed to the candidates and their . fine campaigning even though they had
only one day." He added , " I
hope the candidates' zeal that
they displayed during the election carries over to their council
seats."
There were 29 candidates who
ran for the 12 freshman council
seats. Mollozzi said, I was greatly
pleased to see that there was no
protests in the election and that
all the candidates did think that it
was run in a fair way."
Mollozzi concluded by saying,
" I like to thank the Election

Committee and Student
Organization in general for the
help they've given myself and
the help Student Org gave to the

"-t,
m

election committee. " He added,
" I hope future elections will get
more of a turnout than th is one
received ."
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Al Mollozzi, chairman of the election committee was pleased to see
that there were no protests in the Council elections. ·
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Nevv Film Competition
Model Railroad Exhibition Ready To FOCUS On Colleges

Largest in New Jersey

(_

New York , N .Y.-An u np re ced en ted
new f i lm
competition fo r college and
university students has been announced by the Nissan Motor
Coproration in U.S.A. Called
FOCUS - Films of College and
University Students
the
competition is being conducted
in cooperation w ith Playboy
Magazi ne, Pionee r Electron ics o f
America and Bell & Howell/M am iya Co.
Many Prizes Offered
FOCUS is open to any student
in the Un ited States enrolled in a
college university, art inst itute,
or p ro fess ional film schoo l. The
competitio n provides an opportunity for college-leve l film
students to com pete for Da tsun
automobiles, sc ho larsh ips, and
fi lm equipm ent in the categories
of fi lm making and fi lm study.
Nissan, distributor o f Datsun
ca rs and t rucks in the U.S., has
expanded
t he
college-level .
creative com petitions it has conducted o ver t he past years with
the announcement of this film
co m petition .
Othe r
an nual
Jay Pastore, age 4, of Princteon, N .J. seems attracted to the ferry terminal at Harpe~'s Ferry. One of the competitions are a student w riting contest and a student advermany scenic attractions at the Pacific Southern Railway, New Jersey's largest model club.
tising contest.
Refreshments will be available
The largest HO gauge model begin at 5:00 p.m .
Provides National
On Saturdays, the 9, 10, 11 and and free movies will be shown.
railroad i n New Jersey, The
Recognition
Unl im ited , free park ing is
Pacif ic Sout hern o f Rocky Hill, noon shows are each limited to
The film competition is the
has announced t he dates for its 100 persons and advance reser- available at the Gamma-Tech first annual event on college
13th Annual M odel Railroading vations are required . The same is Bu ilding at t he intersection o f campuses to reward excellence
Exhibition.
true of the 11 :00 a.m . and noon Routes 206 and 518; 5 miles north
in filmmaking and film study. AcAs previously, this year's show shows on Sundays. No reser- of Princet on . Free shuttle busses cording to Robert Kent, Vice
will be held on the first two vations are necessary for the w ill take visitors from the parking President-Marketing Services for
weekends falling between remarnrng shows;
however, lot of the club.
Nissan, the competition was esAdmiss ion to t he reserved tablished to " provide the more
Thanksgiving and Christmas; tickets may be purchased in adthat is, on Saturday, December vance on the actual day of the shows is $2.50 , $1 .50 otherwi se. than 100,000 college-level
All proceeds are given to local students involved in film study
4th and Sunday, December 5th show.
and Saturday, December 11th
During each performance 40 charities. For reservation s and in- each semester with an opand Sunday, December 12th, different trains , some having as formation please call (201 ) 536- portunity to achieve recognition
1976. The shows are given every many as 100 freight cars, will 3402 or (609) 921-9276 .
for their work in a nationally
hour, on the hour, beginning at wind their way over close to 100
significant contest."
9:00 a.m . on Saturdays and 11 :00 scale miles of track in an authenThe Focus competition perThe New Jeney Collegiate
a.m. on Sundays. The last shows tic
time-table
operation.
mits students to develop entries
Conference on Hunger will
for either of two categories:
be held in the Campus Center
filmmaking or film study. The
of Caldwell College on
theme of the competition is " On
December 3. The objective is
The Road in America."
to organize student groups on
Various Aspects Judged
all campuses which would
Filmmaking entrants will be
work for legislation and
judged on their ability to capture
foreign policies to promote
the essence of the theme in a
peace and reduce hunger
short film which can be
here and in other countries.
animat i on , experimental ,
Th·e colleges that will . pardocumentary or narrative. Film
ticipate are Kean, Caldwell,
study entrants will be judged on
Felician, Montclair, State, Upby Haight Ashburry
pollen pods are just starting to
their knowledge of American
sa Ia, Drew University,
If you are trying to grow some
open .)
cinema and their ability to write
Fairleigh Dickinson Univerpot, a gardening encyclopedia or
Phosphorus and nitrogen aid
cogently and imaginatively in
sity and Seton Hall University.
any grass growing handbook will
in the growth of females. When
developing a full-length piece of
The
N.J.
Collegiate
show you the how to's. If you
the sex differentiation becomes
film criticism, history or theory
Conference on Hunger has
have ever grown some of your
noticeable, cut back on the
exploring the theme.
been created to provide
own and tasted the results, you
constant feedings. (An excess
Entrants will be judged on
within the academic comknow that there must be somethmay inhibit the production of
their ability to express, within
munity an on-going forum
ing else that is missing.
resin.) As harvest time nears,
their chosen category, what the
concerned with the problem
The following tips just might watering may be cut so that the
Road means to America and
of hunger.
add that little something that plants may wilt which also
Americans in terms of values, at-The program will run on
seems to be missing. In general, produces more resin and keeps
titudes and myth. Duplicate
December 3 from 8:30 A.M.
most people harvest their crop the top leaves from burning .
awards are provided in each
to 3:30 P.M. Admission is
Experimentation
is
entoo early. This is not to say that I
category : 1st Place - a $3,000
$1.00. To register send your
can blame them. The one giant couraged because, this ,may
scholarship and a Datsun B210
name, address and the name
reason that looms above the rest produce great variations in the
Hatchback; 2nd Place - a $1 ,000
of your college to Sister Marie
is the fact that marijuana is still end . Control of different factors
scholarship and a Bell & Howell
Varley, History and Political
very much illegal and possession such as watering, amounts of
1744Z Super 8 film projector; 3rd
Science Dept. C aid well
in any form is a " crime" nutrients, and harvesting can be
Place - a $500 scholarship and a
College, Caldwell, N ,), 07006.
punishable by law. Another tried .
Bell & Howell 1742Z film projecIf these tips help you to imreason could be that those
beautiful plants just look so good prove the end product, please let
that you just have to taste one. me know, not by a nice smelling
And that becomes " Bet you thank you note, but by a nice
couldn 't taste just one !"
. smelling good tasting, euphoria
" The purpose of the Fund is to
Santa Barbara , CA)-Grants to
A quart size container is con- producing thank you rolled upin young investigative reporte rs encourage a greater scrutiny of
sidered the best to start seeds o ff an E-Z Wide r.
w ill be made beginning next year the direct and · hidden costs of
The possibility exists tha t John by a new program , the Sabre governmental act ivit ies," said
in. A new sprout can become too
b ig for a 14 oun ce cup w ithin a Ehrlichman might enjo y a gift Foundation Jou rnal ism Fund .
Ma rk Frazier, d irector o f the
w ~ek . After a mon th of grow ing, like that also. Althou gh he resAny person younge r than 30 program. " We are seeking art hese w ill be ready fo r t ran splan- ponded with " no comment" years o f age, and interested in a t icles that take a cri tical look at
when asked if he smoked pot, career in j ourna lism , is eligib le to the effect of government on civ il
ti ng.
t he
c onv ict ed
W ate r gate
There are b ot h m ale and conspira tor told t he Senate Per- apply for the grants. Each grant li berties and econom ic freed o ms
female pla nts. The males m ust be mane nt Inv estig ation Sub - will be $1 ,000, exclud ing e~- and efficiency."
Each article shou ld select one
rem oved if a seed less crop is co mmittee that he is in favor of penses.
aspect o f governmental activities
Applications will be reviewed
desired. In order to achieve that traffic-ticket like citations for
end , the male plants must be those caught with pot. He added by the Sabre Fund's board of ad- for investigation. Authors will
removed before their pollen that the federal government visors, which includes nationally submit their finished articles,
pods burst. (The males have should 'get completely out of known journalists such as free of charge, to a publication of
already achieved their max- marijuana policing and let local Nicholas von Hoffman, Robert their choice participating in the
Sabre program.
imum. Be sure that the flower has communities or states decide the Sherrill, Irving Kristal , and John
" We welcome applications for
Chamberlain .
already developed fully and the issue.

tor; honorable mention - a Bell &
Howell 1733Z film projector.
Schools Win Too
To recogn ize the role of the
college or university in acqua inting students wi t h the
competition , the two schools
where both first place w inners
are in attendance will win a Datsun automobile for use by their
respect ive departments.
Special adv iso P for FOC US is
D r. Gene S. Weiss, Associate
Professo r o f t he University o f
M aryla nd and D irector o f t he
Rad io -Television-Film D ivisio n
of the Department of Speech
and Dramatic Art.
Two Boards Judge
Two separate Boards of Judges
com prised· o f renow ned indivi duals i n t he fil m, literary and
education fie ld s have been establish ed to eva ulate entries in
the fi lmmakin g and fi lm study
catego ri es.
Pre-screeni ng offilm stud y ent ries w ill be conducted by
Playboy Magazine's ed itorial
staff. A mong t he final Boa rd o f
Judges for the fil m study are
crit ics Judith Crist of Saturday
Review ; Andrew .Sarris o f the
Village Voice; Roger Ebert of the
Chicago
Sun-Times;
Arthur
Knigh t of the Hollywood
Reporter; and Bruce Will iamson,
contributing f ilm editor for
Playboy Magazine.
Pre-screening f il mmaking
judges ar_e Frank Kavanaugh , Executive Producer, Airlie Productions, David L. Parker, Head,
Technical Unit, Motion Picture
Section , Library of Congress;
Thomas Radford , Film Coordinator, National Ednowment
for the Arts; Marin PearsonA//en, Instructor, Radio-Telev is ion - Fi Im
Division ,
Department of Speech &
Dramatic Art, University of
Maryland.
The final Board of Judges in
the filmmaking category will be
announced at a later date.
Premieres For
Winnen
Winning first, second and
third place entrants in both
categories will be invited to
attend two special premieres to
be held on the East and West
Coasts. Students will be flown to
both locations by American
A irlines and
provided accommoda tions by the Sheraton
Universal of Los Angeles and The
New York Sheraton .
FOCUS sponsors also expect
to show winning films on college
campuses across the country.
Winners in both categories also
will receive editorial coverage in
the 1977 issue of Datsun 's
Student Travel Guide : America,
which is distributed on college
campuses throughout the country in the spring .
To obtain further information
on FOCUS, together with entry
blanks in either category, write
to FOCUS, 530 Fifth Avenue,
New York, N .Y. 10036.

Grants Offered For Reporters
grants from any young writers
who have had some experience
in reporting ," Frazie r said . Applications should describe an article idea, a researc h p la n, and a
budget of expenses not to exceed $500.
Articles shou ld be descriptive,
rather t han argume ntative o r
p h ilosoph ical.
Broch ures
describi ng
t he
Sabre Fund and application
guidelines are available to
anyone sending a stamped , selfaddressed envelope to the Sabre
Fund, 221 West Carrillo, Santa
Barbara, CA 93101 . The deadline
for' applications is January 1.
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.WIZARD·s woRLD

by Buz Whelan
Well, let's see now. The way
we understand it, a couple of
hundred years ago a bunch of
people came to North America
to set up housekeeping. They
came because there was some
dispute in Europe over the
correct manner in which to worship the deity. It seems that
everybody generally agreed on
who the true god was, but there
was a lot of disagreement on
. what pleased him. As has usually
been the case in history, the
people attempted to settle the·
matter by killing each other. The
reasoning apparently was that
those left alive would be so
because the god willed it, and
their method of worship would
most likely be the right one.
Strange enough, but that 's what
we're led to believe was
happening.
Anyway, these people came
here and found to their dismay

that some other people were
already living here. So, there's a
lot of squabbling over who gets
what lan.d and more about god
and worshipping and some killing and stuff like · that. The
people from Europe must have
indeed been god's children and
so forth, because they had god 's
weapons, like the blunderbuss,
and they came out pretty well as
far as the disagreements went.
After a while, things settled
down and the people who were
already here stopped trying to
kill people with blunderbusses,
showing a certain wisdom often
found in primitive peoples.
These people, by the way, were
called Indians, due to some sort
of error in carto~raphy that isn 't
really clear today, and probably
wasn't then, either.
The
newcomers were called Pilgrims
because they wore Pilgrim hats

(Continued on page 8)

Debra Greenberg, a local assistance officer for New Jersey's
Division of Consumer Affairs, will examine issues in consumerism and offer her audience "Ten Commandments for the
Wise Consumer", for the December 1 segment of WOMAN
TALK, the women's discussion series programmed each
Wednesday at Noon at Downs Hall.
The inflationary spiral puts pressure on consumers to be even
more attentive to questions of quality and dollar value then in
times past. The newly energized State Consumer Division has
accomplished much as it seeks to educate, to assist, and to
litigate when necessary for the sometimes hoodwinked and
often harassed consumer.
Greenberg was designated a local assistance officer by the
division and appointed in January 1975. She received certification· as an assistance officer following training offered by
the Division. Greenberg holds her B.A. degree from Rutgers
University and has completed post-graduate work both at Kean
and at Rutgers. She has done extensive volunteer work, most
notably with the League of Women Voters, for which
organization she is a member of the Tri-State Transportation
Committee.
Ms. Greenberg will speak to her own experience as a local
consumer assistance officer, and share some of her most
helpful consumer suggestions: join WOMAN TALK December
first.

Campus women
will
be
interested in these items which
came to our attention this week
at the Campus Center for
Women:
• KCNJ's Music Department
will feature the Women's Chorus
in a special concert on
December 1 at 8 p.m. at the
Wilkins T.P.A. The performa_nce
will feature women soloists;
Professor Michael Murphy conducting. This program is offered
free and is one segment of the
Music Department's Winter Festival. Call the Department X2108
for more information .
• Union County N.O.W . is
sponsoring a theatre and dessert
party: "Candide" with the music
of Leonard Bernstein, at the
Celebration Playhouse in Cranford on Sunday, December 5 at
8:30. Tickets are $6.00 per person
and can be obtained if you call
232-7274.
• " Options for Women in Metropolitan New Jersey" is the title
of a resource directory compiled
by Adrienne Anderson. The
directory surveys opportunities
available for New Jersey women

by Robert Kern
With Thanksgiving on the rise
for tomorrow, I feel it only
proper to give a special hot drink
recipe.
Recently someone walked up
to me and offered me a taste of
Glogg. This struck a few chords
within my inebriated memory,
so, by searching through the
cracked leather tones which invariably are scattered about my
book shelves, I came upon the
recipe . (I could have asked the
person, or have asked my
favorite bartender, but I consider that cheating.)
Glogg sounds rather potent

due to the ingredients, but
remember that during cooking
some of the alcohol will be
boiled off. Using a large pot, heat
together 1 bottle of port wine, 1
bottle of burgundy wind, and 1
bottle of aquavit, with ¼ pound
small seedless raisins. Boil several
minutes.
Into this, dip a
cheesecloth bag containing a
stick of cinnamon and a handful
of craves; leave bag in liquid
about ½ minute. Serve drink in
glass or coffee cup with almond
in each glass.
It may be early, but, as a sneak
preview to my gala Christmas article (complete with gatefold),

by Father Richard

His Heaven and decides, " Well,
today I think we will give Sally
good health, but too bad, Tom,
it's time for you to develop
cancer?"
We give thanks for the food we
share. Most of us will sit down to
'Thanksgiving
Dinner '
that

Garcia
Thanksgiving Day is truly the
closest thing that we come to in
America to having a holy day.
There are rituals to be performed
and blessings to be spoken. The
riturals are clear. Parades, Football Games, (performed with
such rituals and form that they
put most religious ceremonies to
shame), Thanksgiving Dinners,
and family gatherings all are included in the day. Often included in these rituals are
ceremonial
blessings
grvrng
thanks to some sort of diety who
has granted all of these gifts to us.
We give thanks for the opportunity of living in this country
which allows us freedom. Has
God really singled us out of all
the billions of people in the
world as the chosen ones to enjoy this? Is it possible that this
God likes us better than those
who are left today without
freedom?
We give thanks for the health
we enjoy . Are we really saying
that we feel that God loves us
better than those to whom he
doesn 't give health? Is God really
that arbitrary that he truly sits in

(Continued on page 8)

you may also prepare an English
Christmas Punch. How (I hear
you say)? Take two bottles of
good red wine, add one quart of
strong tea (frightfully Britisl).,
this) and the juice of one lemon
and
one
orange.
Heat
thoroughly and , just before serving, support on irons across the
bowl two pounds of sugar
soaked in rum. light the rum
and, as the flame dies and the
sugar melts into the drink, add
the rest of the bottle of rum
(carefully, lest your eyebrows
become singed).
I could , if I had prepared it,
give you my recipe for oyster
stuffing, and tell you how to pick
a proper bird and how to make
real cranberry sauce, but with
the feast one day away and most
of you depending on someone
else to feed you, forget it. ·
I' ll be sitting in front of the
telly (not Sava las) letting William
Conrad, Ed MacMahon and
Shari Lewis lead me through the
parades until that jolly old man
with the beard ·and red nose
comes by announcing the beginning of the Christmas season . It'll
be Uncle Sherrinford who is
usually snookered by that time
anyway.
Wah sell

by Frank Bolger
sweepstakes ticket stubs, and
"We the people": There are, theorizes that the guerrillas
once the fringes have been suf- stood upwind of the Presidential
ficiently weeded, two schools of limousine and breathed heavily.
thought
regarding
that They then wisely shot Kennedy
venerable document we rather to cover their tracks.
pompously designate "the
Mr. Wensleydale concedes
Constitution."
there are holes in his theory . For
One body of opinion, that of example, experts might refute
the libertarians, its detractors, his version , and state pointedly
agrues that the solitary effect of that it could not have been the
this charter is to hold back those IRA
because no innocent
things which most give men bystanders were killed.
pleasure. The other group, the
Furthermore, he has doubts
tories, its upholders, strident ly
himself. If the assassins were
propose that the constraints of indeed Irish, why were the
the Constitution are necessary whiskey bottles only half-empty?
bindings of Democracy and give
Besides, what Irishman could
a pleasantly definable form to
hold a job long enough to afford
our precious liberties.
sweepstakes tickets?
It is a sobering thing to reflect
Littl~ creedence is given by my
upon in this, the Bicentennial - ~peratrves to,, the s?-called,
in continuing education , in
welcome-and of particular year. It is interesting to note that
Veep T_heory of Louise Bencareer services and in the
value if they are relevant to the the United States Constitution
son. It rs her theory that LBJ
volunteer sector. Copie,s are
" female experience." We recen- which has for almost two cen~ bumped off his boss when his
$2.50 each and can be obtained
tly received someone' s copy of turies housed the ideals and as- secret intelligence sources infrom Anderson, 201 Essex Hills
the charter issue of The Working pi rations
of the Founding formed him that he was ~oing ~o
Road, Essex Hills, N .J. 07201.
Woman, a contemporary ap- Fathers, in its evolved form and be dropped from th e ticket rn
• Channel 13's NOVA series
proach to the interests and needs altered intent, serves essentially 1964 , and repla_ced by a Manh~tpresents The Woman Rebel, a of the modern woman who the same function as a Playtex tan Chorus grrl. My st aff drsbiography of Margaret Sanger, balances two careers, home and Living Bra.
counts this theory on the basis
th b ·
Id (M
,
.
that Johnson had no intelligence
Who Was an ear ly advocate and
e usrness wor ·
ore on
J.F.K. (c td) My staff of rnves- (if he did it certainly was secret) .
proponent of birth control
this later). Search your shelves, t_igators, tirelessl_y pu_ rsuing leads
The "J~hn-John Theory" subeducatl· on and use... also on 13, please , and toda y'•
rn t h e JFK assa~srnatro~ case h ave mitted by a mother of eight from
tune - in for Sandra Elkins'
• While contemplating the un~arthed
rnterestrng
data Perth Amboy is given even less
WOMAN, usually broadcast dur- splendour of your Thanksgiving whrch I shall reveal at a future credibility. It is her feeling that,
ing Sunday afternoon program- Dinner, remember it was a time.
ming. WOMAN reports on areas woman who tradition says was
"J ohn-John , the little brat, killed
such as the "Two Earn·er Family,"
the first person to set foot on
Mr. Oliver Bettington Wen- his father because he wanted to
legislation affecting women , etc.
Plymouth Rock . Some feminists
sleydale, of Yorkshire, England, . see what an Eternal Flame looked
. • The Campus Center for now wonder whether that was a in response to our pleas for your like."
Women seeks to expand its small result of chivalry or male
own theories, contributes the
Lastly, the " Big One Theory"
library and requests campus- chauvinist strategy to discover following, which he calls; The comes to us from a " lodge
wide DONATIONS. Used books the presence of quicksand(!)
IRA Theory .
brother and proud veteran of
and periodicals would be most (Lynn Sherr).
This is the theory that WW 11 ," from Bergen County.
President
Kennedy
was This is the theory th?t President
I Next week, please include the following item in the WOMAN SPACE I murdered by members of the Kennedy was assassrnated by a
section of The Independent:
I outlawed IRA underground crazed Japanese soldier who had
Item or event_____ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _
I organization because he refused been hiding out in Dearley Plaza
Place, date and time _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ I to aid them in their heroic war these past thirty years, unaware
Source _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ I against
chi Id re n
and that the was over.
Your name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ I schoolbuses.
In the meantime, my
I Please return all suggestions to: The Campus Center for Women, Rml Mr. Wensleydale cites as operatives continue their gut
II SA 112, Bookstore Building,
_JI eviden,c e a pile of half-empty feeling that it was suicide. More
-----------------------whisky bottles and a trail of to follow in the weeks ahead .

r--------------------------------,
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I'd like to thank . ..

EDITORIAL

I want to compliment you on the clarity and intelligence which you
showed in the writing of the review of CAROUSEL. I must, however,
state quite emphatically that the credit for the production should go
to the excellent faculty team , as well as the numerous students ,
parents, and other assistants who worked for over eight weeks to
make the production a success. Will iam Feldman, assistant professor
of music, worked with diligence and firm insight to develop an exceptionally strong vocal and orchestral sound . He conducted the
show with a verse that made the audience want to sing the songs long
after the show was over.
Karen Hold, an adjunct member of the Speech-Theatre-Media
faculty, brought a choreographic sense to the show which is rarely
seen in college productions. Her beach ballet was certainly one of the
most memorable sequences ever to appear on the stage o f the T. P.A.
Robert Harper, instructor in theatre, proved that a mobile setting
could work in our theatre and he directed a devoted crew o f
technicians in a most effective way. His beautifully detailed carousel
was a splendid show in itself.
In all, we had a company of over .90 undergraduates, grammar
school children , parents, senior citizens, and artistic faculty members
hard at work for over eight weeks to present a show which has just as
much life in it as it had when it opened in 1945.
I thank you all for making the show work , for your unswerving
devotion, and for a job exceptionally well done.
Jason Teran, Ph .D .
Director o f CAROUSEL
Assistant Professor
o f Theatre

This typical Thanksgiving editorial begins with the typical
seasonal wish: be thankful for what you have. Do not mistake
the frivolous tone that this wish is delivered in for a lack of
sincerity on its part. We should be thankful for what we have. It
just seems odd that we should have to set aside a particular time .
for this.
Ah, but there is the essential magic of a holiday. Even stripped
of its religious significance, a holiday represents a certain ethical
quality.
Thanksgiving
embodies gratitude, Christmas
generosity, New Year's the joy of beginnings, Valentine's Day
love, Easter fertility, July Fourth ancestral pride, and so on even
to Hallowe'en , which celebrates the love of mystery.
Thanksgiving is a time of unbridled optimism , and thus it
should be . With the chill winter months ahead , we need some
good thoughts to get us through . If you don 't want to give
thanks to a god, you can thank your relatives, your friends , your
neighbors, your lovers, or all of humanity. In fact, you should do
so anyway. It doesn't matter that these people may not need or
want to be thanked , because you ' re not really doing itfor them.
You're doing it for your own well-being.
So, enjoy the holiday, and the feeling of giving unnecessary
thanks to people who don't want them. It is the emotiona I contra.diction involved that makes us human.
And who knows , maybe the Chinese atomic cloud will be
good for the crops .

More! More! More!
If you are a dorm student who feel s tha t you ' re not gett in g t he
money's worth out of the student activity fee tha t you pa y, you 're not
alone.
Every semester you pa y an activ ity fee for acti vities that don 't exist .
Isn't it about time that th ey did ? Some students claim t hat t here are
activit ies like the pub and the gym . U nfortunately, t he gym is al w ays
being used by one o f t he teams , and how man y ti mes must a person
go to the pub to get tired o f it. O f course there is alwa ys Dou gal Hall ,
but that 's never open anymore.
Face it, there simply isn 't enough activities on this campus to accommodate one thousand dorm students. How long must this go on
before somethin g is done?
Kevin Krie gman

·independenlThe opinions expressed in signed columns of this newspaper do
not necessarily reflect the opinions of the editors. Nor is anything
printed in this paper, unless directly noted as such, to be taken as official policy or opinion of the college.
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OP-ED

Are we headed ror Kean College High ?
Nothing vvron_g with nepotism.
Letter to the Editor,
I would like to congratulate everyone who worked on the produ ction of "Carousel ". I don 't believe that everyone is aware o f the
amount o f time and-work this type of production involves. I became
aware o f this during rehearsals, because a member of my family participated in the production.•
What impressed me the most was the rapport prevalent among the
entire company-from the artistic director; Jay Teran, to the stage
crew, down to the youngest member of the cast.
Special mention must be given to Bob Harper and his staff for creating the beautifully designed sets. Martin Holloway and his design
class warrant praise for their artistic and eye-catching posters and
1
programs.
v
,
The " Independent" did a great job of publicizing the show.
Peggy Melchione
Wa sn' t that young Michael Melchione in th e sneakers in the centerfold last week?

Dear Doper.

• •

Mr. Ashburry,
In response to your request for responses, I res pond by asking for
information on pot. (Ta Da)
Now, after the great drought, good pot is hard to find. What I
would like is a consumer's guide to quality pot, for my not being a
heavy smoker and tired o f buyi ng Columbian and gettin g shitty shit.
A description o f what to look for and what to avoid would be greatly
appreciated .
Thank You,
John Aardvark

Student Org retreats
Dear Editor,
On Friday 12, through Saturday 13, a retreat was held in Kean
College. The main focus of the retreat was the decline in enrollment
at Kean. The retreat was broken down into different topics of discussion. Those who participated in the retreat were randomly picked
to work on the different topics in small groups. All the different
groups worked both days on developing the topics. On Saturday
afternoon, all groups meet to report on the work done concerning
their topic. The result of the retreat was two days of hard work by all
those who participated and many ideas that may solve the problems
in Kean .
Unfortunately there was little representation by the student body.
Five students were there to represent the entire population. A letter
was sent from the office of Dean of Students inviting the executive
members of Student Organization , Third World , Spanish Social and
Cultural Club and the Cuban Committee. It is unbelievable that
Student Org. sent two representatives who are non-members to
represent them. Student Org. which is composed of many members
besides their executive board, could not find a member to represent
them in an affair so important as the retreat. The students would have
made more of an impact on the decisions made, if there had been
more representation by the student body.
Members of Student Org. , remember that you represent the
students on this campus. It seems a shame that when given the opportunity to make known the problems and ideas of the students, you
send two non-members to do the job for you .
The retreat was a very fascinating and enlightening experience, for
those students that participated. Only the retreat would have been
more beneficial to the stuqents, had we more participants.
·
Ofelia Oviedo

The fast day to withdraw from a course for the
Fall 1976 semester and receive a grade of "WD"
is Wednesday, December 1, 1976. Official
withdrawal forms MUST be completed at the
Registrar's Office, first fl., Administration
Building (or Room 106, Hutchinson Hall).
Students who do not officially withdraw from a
course are subject to a failing grade.

FREE.
LEGAL SERVICES·
Counseling By A Practicing Attorney
Every Thursday from 1:00 P.M. to 5:00 P.M.
STUDENT ORGANIZATION OFFICES COLLEGE CENTER BLDQ
Kean College of New JerHy
PROBLEMS?
Landlord-tenant
Divorce
Traffic vi ol ations
Contracts
Crimi nal

Consumer
Government Benefit s
Insurance
Employment
"You Name It"

Call 21M200 for Information

I picked up a copy of the 'Spring Course Offerings ' the other day in an
attempt to find some interesting humanities courses to finish-off my stay at
KEAN. I didn't. There were many offerings in Science and Industrial Arts,
but English, Music, and Fine Arts looked like they had been blitzed by a
Panzer division. In English alone the course offerings have dropped from
29 for the Fall Semester to 23 (excluding Freshman Comp.) this Spring. Fine
Arts is down from 44 to 40, while STM has remained constant. Music (for
non-music majors) lost six courses, going from 22 offered in the Fall to 16
· this Spring. Industrial Studies, ori the other hand, has gone from 23
offerings to 25. Management Science (the biggest .gainer) is up from 17 to
22.
.
!'realize that money is tight and everyone is concerned about spending
tax dollars, but this is supposed to be a college of Arts and Sciences, not a
factory turning out human parts for the industrial system. If high s_c hool
graduates want a technical background they can readily go to a Vo-tech
type institution , but I think most of us came here for a liberal arts
EDUCATION. A background in the humanities is a preparation for life, not
just work. In our increasingly ' leisure society ' the ability to expand one's
horizons and use free time creatively is becoming increasingly important.
Technology alone cannot fulfill our needs for a meaningful existence.
Many students seem to have forgotten the turmoil last year when the
budget cuts were instituted. We have been lulled into believing that all is
well and that there is no reason to worry about the quality of our
education. Obviously we must wake up. The very foundations of intellectual life are being torn-out from under us. I do not desire that the technical
departments be cut back; I think it is fine that they have many good course
offerings. What we should be concerned about is the day when we look
into the catalog and see under Arts: Comp. 1010, Speech 1900, FA 1000, and
Western Civ. I & 11.
C. T. Proudfoot
The OP-Ed is a vehicle for anyone in the campus community to express an opinion that would be
interesting, entertaining or otherwise valuable. All articles should be limited to 600 W(N'ds and submitted by 3:00 p.m. Friday.

EDUCATIONAL MATERIALS
DISPLAY IN THE LIBRARY

Starting on Monday, Novef!1ber 29th the library will have a
display of educational materials in the Curriculum Materials
Center (main floor). The display will be on until Friday,
December 3, 1976 and will consist of paperback titles from
various publishers, encompassing both Language Arts and
Social Science books, ranging in readibility and interest from
elementary~school through college. Also included will be
catalogs, teaching aids, and professipnal books for educators.

PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION CLUB MEETING
" Careers with the Federal Governments " was the topic at this month 's meeting of the Kean College
Public Administration Club.
•
Mrs. Neil Vizzuso , a Personal Specialist from the Federal Civil Service Commission was the guest
speaker. Mrs . Vizzuso explained the intiacacies of the Federal Civil Service System , high lighting the areas
of importance to students who will be graduating in the near future and are considering the Federal Service
for a career.
Some tips from the meeting :
• Send in an application to take the P.A.C.E. Exam (Available in the New Adm inistrat ion Bu ilding -Career
Planning and Placement). A majority of the entry level positions (G .S. 5 and 7) are filled through the P.A.C.E.
Exams Register. (You must be a senior to take P.A .C .E.)
• If you are a Veteran, and score at least a seventy (70) on the P.A.C.E. Exam you receive a five (5) point
bonus (i .e. ·score 70 + 5 = 75 , score 80 + 5 = 85 , etc .) If you area disabled Veteran , and score at least a seventy
on the P.A.C.E . Exam you will receive a ten (10) point bonus .
• As of late, you must score in the ninetys (90 's) on the P.A.C.E. to be in contention for a position but the
Veterans with those high scores circumvent the non-veterans and are placed at the top of the register .
• If you have extensive administrative experience (three (3 ) yea rs or more of respons ibl e management
type work , not PartTime, etc. ) You may qual ify to enter th e Federal Civil Service Via th e Mid- Level Career
Entry Program (G.S. 9 -G.S. 120 . Th is progra m doe s not requ ire the t aking of the P.A. C.E. Exam .
Completition is keen, and the jobs thro ugh this program are at this time non- exist ant. As most openings are
being filled w ith G.S. 5 and G.S . 7 level people through the P.A.C. E. Exam Registers. (Which are bursting at
the seams with the names of high scorers and veterans . Both with initially high scores plus the bonus and
those with average scores plus the bonus which creates a pre- ponderance of high scores .)
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Dan Goldstein, coach of the newly-formed K.C. Ski team, practices on a carpet,

Ph oto by Joe Horvath

Jack Scott, advocate of radicalism in the sports world.

Good Men, Speaking Well
Two distinguished gentlemen graced the campus last week. Jack Scott, appearing at Hutchinson Hall, discussed " The Nature of Sports in Contemporary American Society" discussing
the changes he felt should be made.
Robert Earl Jones, a theatrical performer best remembered from the movie "The Sting," talked
about his SO-plus years as a thespian, then read from the works of various playwrights.

Pho to by Steve
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Photo b y Joe H o rvath

Role rtearl Jones disc usses h is life in the theatre wo rld .•• • .

~

Ph o to b y Joe Horvath

... then reads a selection by Paul Dunbar.
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Thanksgiving Turkey

'

Photo by Magda Ga/is-Menendez

look on. (more on page 11)

The art work adorning these
middle pages can be found in
various places in Vaughn-Eames'
main lobby. They are the work of
Fine Arts students, and reflect
the highly imaginative minds of
their creators.
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Photo by Dave Rosen

Good heavens! Is he wearing any feathers underneath1 (or is he revealing his short coming~ to everyone?)
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Another
View
(Continued from page 3)
would " feed an Army". We will
eat until that " I ca n't eat another
thi ng" fee ling totally engulfs our
bodies . Is it re ligious to say simply, " Thank you God for allowing me to be a glutton today? "
Please don 't get me wron g. I
- believe 'that it is a go_od and
wholesome th ing to thank God
for the blessings in our life, but I
do not think that we can speak a
religious thanks in ·some sort ofa
se lf satisfied wa y which seems to
say that these blessings show
some sort of a special love God
has for us versus those who do
not share in them .
When we thank God for the
blessings of freedom , it should
be with a personal de.sire and
commitment that we will strive
for that in all person's lives.
When we thank God for
health, it must be in the context
that we are ready to give of
ourselves to
relieve
the
sufferings of all those who suffer
today.
When we bless that food , it
should be with a consciousness
that on that very day some of our
brothers and sisters in the world
will starve to death.
The material gifts and blessings
we receive are not a criterion of
how much God loves us but
rather an obligation placed upon
us which is to be exercised in the
service of one another . A man
much better and wiser than I
summed it up a long time ago
when he simply stated , " To
Whom Much is given, much will
be expected ."

Wizard
(Continued from page 3)
and Pilgrim shoes.
Anyway, when the fighting
stopped for the holidays, the
Pilgrims decided to invite the Indians to a big feast. They told the
Indians to bring some corn and
turkeys .and they would supply
the wine and entertainment.
Then they sent to Africa to get
some black people to cook and
tap dance and serve the food .
Before they ate they prayed to
the god, thanking him for
blunderbusses and black people,
and hoping the Indians would
profit from this example of
" Christianity", a way of life based
loosely on the teachings of a
Roman centurion from Tarsus.
As far as we know, everybody
had a pretty good time,
especially the black people, who
are naturally happy as long as
they get to tap dance.
To this very day, we celebrate
this happy occasion by eating
turkey, not killing Indians, watching black people tap dance
and giving thanks that all this is
so. Hopefully, we give thanks in
the proper manner, for that is the
most important part.

More than two decades of
award-winning
newspaper
reporting would be enough for
anyone else , but for JIMMY
BRESLIN it is only a first step.
Breslin is blossoming lately. His
fi rst novel, The Gang That
Couldn't Shoot Straight, is a ma. jor movie. His second , World
Without End, Amen, is receiving
praise from all quarters·. A third
novel is now in progress. He is
doing a thrice-weekly news
commentary on New York
televi sion . Add to this his longtime status as a folk hero among
the
working
class
and
intelligentsia alike, and his
legendary prowess as a barroom
monologist, and you have the
makings of a figure larger than
life-someone, in fact, who
would make a great chara cter in
a Jimmy Breslin novel.
Breslin was born in Queens,
where he amassed a distinctive
academic record by failing as
many as six subjects in a single
high school term. It took him five
years to get out of high school,
and although he never checked
to see if the overtime earned him
a diploma, he did enroll in a few
courses at Long Island University
to facilitate his claims of a
" college education" on job applications . This admittedly false
advertising led to police reporting, lobster shift makeup,
rewriting and copy-reading at
the Boston Globe, ScrippsHowird syndicate and the New
York Journal-American . He is
best remembered at these
papers for his extraordinary bad

credit
record . His
highest
newspaper salary during this
period was $156.50 p_er week, less
ten percent. for garnishes.
,
Jimmy Bres'li n was laying the
foundation for his awesome
reputation during this time,
though , and after articles for
True, Life and the Saturday Evening Post, he wrote Can 't
Anybody Here Play This Came?,
the sage of the New York Mets'
first year. That book led to a
regular sports column for the
New York Herald Tribune , and
eventually
Jimm y
Breslin
became a syndicated general
columnist. But more important,
while at the Herald Tribune,
Breslin met the men who
changed his life. They were four
editors (James Bellows , now associated editor with the Los
Angeles Times ; Murray Weiss,
now editor of the Paris Tribune ;
Seymour Freiden currently Lon-

Buy "Centennial" by Michener
by Arlene Casey
Once again , James A:
Michener, _authoc of such
famous novels as Tales of the
Soulh Pacific, and Hawaii, has
come up with another goodie,
right in time for the Centennial
in Colorado and the national

The Giving Season
by Kathy Yesenko
As soon as the Halloween
pumpkins begin to turn into
pies, we know Thanksgiving and
Christmas can't be far behind. ·
This is the giving season of the
year, with love in your family,
faith in religion , and profits in all
shopping centers. The
decorations are already up with
Christmas still five weeks away.
It's amazing to see the "junk'"
the business sector throws out at
us : plastic tree ornaments, twin- ·
kling lights that last about two
weeks, artificial Christmas trees,
cheap decorations. . . The list
goes on .
In the supermarket, we are
offered many delicacies to put
on our Thanksgiving table:
Mono-sodium
gh.!tomated
stove-top stuffings, butterball
turkeys, frozen " home-made "
pumpkin pie, heat and serve
rolls, boil-in-bag vegetables, etc.
I suggest that instead of making the holiday season another
commercialized season of
profits, we return to a good oldfash i on ed Thanksgiving or
Christmas dinner. Bake from
scratch, usi ng grandmother's
recipes or a good cookbook . If
you're really enthusiastic, take a
trip to the local turkey farm and
buy a fresh one, instead of those
old, frozen giants that you have
to thaw for a day or two.
,
As you get ready to make out
your gift list, think of meaningful
presents that you can make
yourself. If crafts is your thing,
decoupage a magazine picture
or cover a cigar box with felt (a
child 's jewlery box) .-' Knit a hat,
crochet a vest, sew a dress. Not

Jimmy Breslin's Epic Tavern Talk

only will you save money, but
you'll have fun as well!
After all , since this is the
season of " giving," why don 't we
give something of ourselves
rather than letting a store sell us
Christmas!

Bicentennial celebration.
Centennial is a novel describing a fictionat town in
Colorado, though the description of the surrounding areas
is very real. The characters are
analogous to a Western version
of Rich Man, Poor Man. Family
trees are traced in detail down to
the last page, making for ~ery
inter,esting and , yes, heartwarming reading.
The first five chapters are like
.. the first few chapters of Mitch e 11 's Gone With The
Wind-boring. But once you stay
with it, the book comes alive to
sometimes tear-stained faces.
raucous laughter, and mind
provoking thoughts on life.

Descriptions of historical and
geographic areas and events are
very vivid and accurate. One can
almost hear the hoofbeats of the
Apache horses and the paddling
of the traders' canoes. How
many books have you read
where you can almost smell the
sausage being cooked in an
Amish marketplace? These are
the things that Centennial is
composed of.
As it has approximately 1086
pages, don 't plan on finishing
the book in a fortnight. You
wouldn 't want to,'anyway.
'
In paperback, the Fawcett
Crest book is $2.75 and can be
purchased in the ,student Book
Store.
.

don correspondent for Hearst;
and Richard Wald, president of
NBC News) , all of whom Breslin
c:redits for giving him a ·college
education , one and per.haps two
graduate · degrees and many
layers of personal maturity he
claims he never would otherwise
have acquired. Anything that has
happened to him since, from his
somewhat
improved
responsibility to a better appredation of life and more financial success, is due to the enormous intelligence of these four
and their great ability to
generously impart it to others.
Newspaper strikes eventually
killed the Herald Tribune and
the World Journal Tribune
(another short-lived progency of
the 1965 strike), scattering the
five men across the globe, but
Breslin still keeps in constant
touch with all of them in spite of
the expense (he used Mr. Wald 's
telephone) .
Jimmy Breslin acknowledges
cherishing only his family , his
typewriter and enough free time
to drink with interesting people ,
presumably in that order. He dismisses any talk of a writer being a
heroic figure, beyond the daily
ordeal he inflicts on his liver.
Highly skeptical of tales of
physical and sexual prowess of
authors in the past, Breslin does
allow as how he would gladly
wrestle a cougar in the snow ,
provided the cougar agrees
beforehand not to hamper
Breslin's typing ability by biting
his fingers. He greets all other
talk about Art and Literature with
a curt " I write to eat. " Which
makes sense , because a lot of
people wouid easily skip a few
meals just, to read or listen to
Jimmy Breslin 's epic tavern talk .

Cranford's "Our Town" Good to Come Home To
by Robert Kern
What can be done with an all
too familiar play? Make it easy to
take.
That's what the Cranford
Dramatic Club has done with
Thornton Wilder's Own Town.
Within any two period , there
appears a local production of this
old reliable, mostly done in high
schools. It has been done by all
ages and colors.
The play concerns the
citizenry of Grover's Corners,
New Hampshire, and a few
aspects of their ordinary lifestyles. The play never seems to go
anywhere until the third act
when Wilder points out that
-even the simple things are
morientous when one can no
longer enjoy them .
The trick behind the production is to get the spectators to
that third act, and the CDC does
an admirable job there. The
players, for the most part, are
.completely at home in their
characters. The dialogue is never
strained or forced as it is in most
,high school productions since
the people are closer to the
proper ages.
The stage is left almost bare,
the actors pantomine most of the
action.

Bill Toddie, the director, had
to step into the part of the stage
manager at the last moment
when Jack Crane ' fell sicl<'. His
direction is balanced without
looking phony or choreographed. The difference appears
in the part of the Stage Manager.
-Toddie appears on stage in
casual, almost modern dress,
rather than the traditional suit
and tie. When he introduces the
play he attains a one on one feeling with the audience, as if he
were on his back porch some
balmy summer night whittling
away at a piece of wood.
He guides the audience
through the play with an easy
grace.
The central characters are the
Gibbs and Webb Families . They
have lived next door all their
lives and each has a son and
daughter.
Romance blooms
between George Gibbs and
Emily Webb, they wed and she
dies.
George Gibbs is played by Joe
Fraites. Although he doesn't
quite look the sixteen years
George starts at, his open'
countenance and slightly gawky
stage movements overcome the
drawbacks \Yit~;~ ~- He s·ustain~l
his character throughout the

play.
Keeping the same character
works for Fraites since George
never grows in the play. Between
Acts One and Two only three
years have passed while nine zip
by between Three and Four.
George is only a walk on in Act
Three.
This causes proble_
ms with
Emily Webb, though . Martha
Crane starts off as a perfect sixteen year old who thinks she is
the " brightest and healthiest"
girl in the school. Her voice
holds a slight whine which compliments her characterization at
the beginning. It hurts later. Ms.
Crane never seems to allow Emily to grow up, especially
through the all important Third
Act wherein the play 's message
lies.
This flaw is pointed up whem
Emily, dead in the third act, is
given the chance to relive her
twelfth birthday. The audience
never sees a difference between
Emily the woman and Emily the
little girl. The voice never
mellowed for .a woman who, we
are told, has been working a farm
with her. husband and has had a
baby. The other characters are '
Wl)der's window dressingfor the
f inal moral. They are the or- '

dinary people. Included are Dr.
and Mrs. Gibbs, played by John
Whittlesey and Joyce Owen ; Mr.
and Mrs. Webb, played by Carl
Peterson and Evelyn Fraites; the
town
constable, the
local
milkman and
a host of
neighbors, including the town
drunk. All are played with the
dry understatement of the
stereotyped New Englander to
perfection . They are all to be
commended and applauded for
admirable work.
The lighting, designed by Noel
Florence, keeps the necessary
subtlety throughout. No sudden
increases or dims are permitted
to distract the audience and the
growing dawri light comes so
naturally as not to be noticed until up full, just as the real things
sneaks up on late nighters.
The 'play is easy going and full
enough to sustain interest for
anyone. At no time is anyone hit
over the head with a theatrical
device. But such subtlety, when
done well , as it is here, is a
pleasant bit of the~tricality.
Considering a pleasant evenii;ig of ~ntertainment, y9u can 't
lose with Our Town.
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The Pleasure of Their "Company'_'
by_Chris Jarocha
It is the sad situation of the
weekly publication to be forced
by its deadline to publish information post facto, that is, after
the related event has taken
place. The difficulty is compounded when one reviews
local plays, which frequently
have runs of one week or less.
Such is the case I put before you .
. All this long-winded phrasing
is but preface to a review of
Stephen Sondheim 's Company,
viewed at Montclair State. Unfortunately , due to the deadline
problems outlined above, by the
time these words are read, the
production will have folded its
tents, (or, in this case, Mylar platforms) and departed, leaving the
stage cold and bare. What, then,
could the possible function of a
review be at this late date? Simply to inform the readers of the
high quality of Montclair's
Players, and to provide as basis
for future recommendations.
I am pleased to report that
Company was one of the finest
shows it has ever been my
pleasure to see. Bob Longstreet
was both believable and wellvoiced in the part of Robert, the
confused bachelor who wanders
in and out of the lives of his married friends . A quote from Dr.
Johnson served as an epigram to
the play: " Marriage has many
pains, but celibacy has no
pleasures." What Robert goes
through to learn this lesson
forms the basis· of the musical.
It is Sondheim's· score that
provides the show's real impact,
as all important revelations and
discoveries take place in song.
Thus a particularly weighty
burden was placed on the cooperating shoulders of director
Carol Kastendiech and musical
director John Michael Caprio,
one which they carried to a
successful conclusion .
Space prevents me from mentioning all the actors and their
scenes, but I can give special
consideration to one of each.
The " Side By Side/ What Would
We Do? " number was especially
powerful, beginning as it did in a
vaudeville-like hat and cane
routine and steadily turning into
a nightmare of alienation for

Robert.
Also
frightening ,
although in a different way , was
the cynicism of Joanne, played
here by Susan Speidel. Easily one
of the most enjoyable characters
in the show, because of her sharp
wit, Joanne also provided the
verbal catalyst that causes Robert

Blind Ambition:

to accept his need for someone
to love. She conveyed Robert's
fear of growing up to the
audience in a moving manner.
Perhaps next time, the Players
will extend their run by a week. I
am sure the result would be
worth it.

the White . Hoose Years

mouth watering. But I will leave
the subject of religion for now as
my trusted friends inform me
that I am under celestial
.
surveillance. He knows all that I
say and do (I have turned the
matter over to my lawyers, who
1
are contemplating a civil suit for
On November 11th at 7:30 America has the best interest of
illegal wiretapping) I am told,
p.m . in Downs Hall, the Third the suffering black South African
and I have lately noted the
World Movement sponsored a in mind, this, in fact, is not the
presence of winged figures in
program to celebrate Black case .
trenchcoats on the street corner
Solidarity Day.
Professor Vilikosy emphasised
adjacent to my home.
Black Solidarity refers to a that unlike other African counBut I stray shamefully from the
universal communion or unity of tries
(Mozambique-Angola),
matter of Mr. Dean 's situation.
interests among black men and Rhodesia or Zimbabwe is an
You see, John Dean would be
women. This day is put aside high_ly industrialized country. It
unable for the simple reason that
once a year with the thought of would not be in the best
he cannot obtain a library card
generating a common feeling of ineterest of the western world to
without the signature of two
unity and brotherhood.
allow the forces that t re now
friends. And where does a
Exodus, the gospel choir spon- fighting to take over the
relatively honest man find two
sored by the TWM, thrilled the government. Professor Vilikosy
others? The odds against it are asaudience with an hour of stated that, "Kissinger is trying to
·tronomical.
spiritual song. The audience was turn the government over to the
The chain of events which led
encouraged to· sing and to clap moderate forces." Thus, allowto Mr. Dean 's regrettable
their hands to the music in an ef- ing the western world .to mainposition are now admirably unfort to . create a spiritual at- tain greater influence in Zimfolded in his Watergate book,
mosphere in the room . The babwe (Rhodesia) . The professor
Blind Ambition. A three hunaudience did not need much en- also said that many large banks in
dred _ and ninety-eight page
couragement. Before the choir the United States are preparing
monster of exactitude, the book
had completed their first selec- to lend money to the South Afis a bacchanalia of inside intion it was clear that those in rican government headed by
formation , secret meetings, and
attendance were there to enjoy Prime Minister Ian Smith . This is
conspiratorial bull sessions in
the evening. The forcefulness one internal contradiction that
which no one, least of all John W .
with which the choir sang many Americans are not aware
Dean 111, is spared.
brought the audience to its feet of. On the one hand Mr. KisTh e
st o r y t e 11 i n g
.i s
many times .
singer appea~s to be helping the
chronological , beginning with
The evening was highlighted black South African , while on the
As for Mr. Colson, after readBud Krogh's invitation to leave
by the appearance of Professor other, banks in America are ing Miss Casey 's review, I look
the
Justice Dept. and come to
Herbert Vilikosy, an instructor of feeding the very forces that op- forward to an afternoon of being
work for the White House. John
" . . . moved to tears ... " with
sociology at Essex County press them.
Dean then takes the reader on a
College. Mr. Vilikosy spoke on
leisurely stroll up, down, and
the conflict that exists in South
around thegrimybackalleysof
Africa. Mr. Vilikosy is a native
"
.
the American Presidency (gee, I
South African . He have his
Is the ~orld ~eally Com!ng
Prof. Franklin has been active love that kind of talk .)_ We are inlisteners a deeper insight into the
to ~n En~? -that is the question for a number of years in helping troduced to the "tickler," a
real conflict that exists.
which will be tak_
en up by Prof. to wfn academk acceptance for device, employed chiefly by
Professor Vilikosky stressed. H .. Bru~e Franklin of ~utgers . science fiction. He introduced Haldeman, by which the higherthat it _is inevitable that the black University at Newark m the t the first university-level course -ups - ·could discreetly prod
majority will ultimately prevail in Townsend Lecture sched~led for
in the subject at Stanford Univer- underlings into performing cerSouth Africa. He decried the in- Th~rsday, December 2, m Hut- sity in 1961 . Since then he has tain questionable services. It
justices and the dehumanization chms~n 100 at 8 P.M..
.
taught such courses at places like consisted of harrassment by
that is being perpetrated upon
• In hrs talk Dr. Fran_khn w,I_Is~ek
Yale, Weslevan, Johns Hopkins, phone call , but was not nearly so
the black South African. He to r~late recent screnc_e -f,ctron
and Rutgers (where last summer, innocent as the name implies. In
cautiqned all Americans to versions 0 _f doomsday-in novels
for example, he gave a course fact Mr. Dean observes, " The ticbeware of the picture that the ~nd movre~-t? _ what he call,~ entitled " Life in the Year 2000") kier was an extension of
government is painting . He
pseudo-sc1ent1f1c
c?ncepts
Haldeman, and was probably
stressed that although Secretary such as ?~erpopulatron, ~he
Many of his publisl'-~d articles more responsible for the chief of
of State Henry Kissinger would
e~ergy crrs,s, and ecological and reviews and his lectures have staff's awesome reputation than
have American believe that drsa st er.
been concerned with futuristic was his own aluminum perwrrtmgs.
His book
Future sonality."
Perfect-acclaimed by critics as
Dean even hints that it was a
" brilliant and challenging," " a tickler from Haldeman to Mitt re as u re, ''
''a chell which pushed the former
revealation " -dealt
with Attorney General into authorizby Joe Triola
remini~cent of early Donovan love
American science fiction of the ing the illegal break-in at the
I hope I discover words with circa sunshine superman . Drake
And keep on trying
nineteenth century .
Watergate.
just the right minglings of both is something like a Peter Hammill
Till there's no more to hide.
Mr. Dean, throughout the
allurance and charisma to turn or a.Neil Young with the acoustic
In linking -doomsday fiction . book, makes no formal " confesyou onto this as yet orphic guitar. I'm talking about the I mean I get as much insight into with some of the problems that sion ", which boosts him in my
treasure, Nick Drake's album awesome body, i.e ., the myself from adhering to lines threaten our survival-over- esteem tremenrl,,usly. To be
" Five Leaves Left. " Maybe some symphony of sound they create like that-as I do in my Understan- population , depletion of energy sure , he doesn 't defend his acof you have already been for- with their lone instrument. Still ding Self and Others class, even resources, ecocide-Prof. Fran- tions, quite to the contrary .
tunate enough to have located more than that, Drake unfolds its though I don 't get to gaze at the
klin will also be exploring When asked by his roomate in
its whereabouts. It had been re- epiphany of ·w isdom as he phenomenally pyramid-raising . another major concern with jail, a henchman for a nonexreleased over the summer along cradles its neck. Also seen in beauty of Ms. Feigenbaum while which his work is associated: the istent Italian-American fraternal
. with two other Drake ex- Drake's voice is that cool , crazy wondering if she has any viability of our political and organization called the Mafia,
peditions, " Pink Moon", and charm of a Kevin Ayers . If your Egyptian blood.
,
economic institutions., Th~ ques- · how a little guy like him had
" Bryter Lyter."
familiar with it, you can envision ·
tion is not just can we survive but come to a position of such
Though the album might Drake's impression on John
I could goon and on and on if I should we (fhould this technoc- power, " What, did your old man
sound like a paperback detective Cale's permeating, lushly or- hadn 't gone on and on and on to ratic system) survive.
put in the fix," Dean replied ,
novel, it is nothing of that sort at chestrated " Paris 1919". But so excess already and relate to you
"
No,
On issues related to this quesf • ,,I just kissed ass, Vinny , a lot
all. Try not to think of those pun- much for even playing with even more good things about tion Dr Franklin's positions have O rt.
chy pug-like ferrets resem
_ bling similarities. I' ll tell you straight, this album. " Is hearing this
If there is one book on
been highly controversial. At
h h h Id b
d
the likes of Dick Tracy, Robert when Drake opens his mouth or album , almost like reflecting on Stanford in the sixties he Watergate w ic s ou
e rea ,
Stack, Slip Mahoney, Lou Reed, executes a note on his 'Whatev.er happened to Syd
Blind Ambition
is. that book. It is
vigorously protested American
d
I
or Joe Blow, whose names instruments, from then on a Barreot' while stethoscopically
accurate in its
involvement in Viet Nam. His compete an
choose to pummel their w _
ay out series of phenomenon occur. eardrumming to '. Dominoes' .as it
details, by no means self-serving,
1970 essay " The Teaching of
d II
h
h
of your mouth. Because in this (See Eno's "Another Green hovers over your stereosvctem?"
an wi , as no ot er, open tot e
1
Literature in the Highest
d
h
case, Mr. Drake seems to be World" .)
Asktheeffervescingelephanton
rea er t ose pressures ,
Academies of the Empire " outh
d
f I
·sought after by none other than
Belfeve me, thru listening to side four of said record seriously,
mac inations, an
power u
r.aged many members of th~
·
h h I d
Life itself. Life grows aro.ur.id him, this album, you can free you_
rself Nick ,Drake died of an -accidental .university establishment. Recen-·
·
temptations fw Iic
· e · da
andheviewsitasonemightview from a whole trifle of anxiety, overdose on October 25, 1974, tlyhehascha-mpionedthecause . government O
a~ers_ an
nature, with beauty, sere~!ty, -· an.d it~ alsp 1or y.ou 1;1eople yv_,ho - -~ge 26:,li_ke i~ say_s _in _the l(ner :. 01 those w.ho.m he .calls ~"the:... l~wmakets ~o. _r,~n ·;''0~hsh~
·a ·_a· cal_m· trepidatio;,. t:rke • , "can't get nQ sat1sf~ctloi:t.t,.. ftefe : nc:>tes, A-fieHtsh accrdenl; a tef- ~ . . ·. , · ·
r
· ~..1·
.- ...
· ~1 · · • overlheC0nst1tutto_
l'l_i1QdJhe:BH1
1
.f.
. - "bl t
..1.,
h _
,.
.saves,
peons, anu pnSQners rn . of . R"1 .hts· .
.
...
f
If
__ . viewing iln ocea.n. ·
.
-. is a~ ex~rp~ . rom on¢ of ,.t ~~-. n ~ _r-~ge...,,. T- ~ greatest P;~ty is ·, Atneriai.,'; ilnd hidorthc:ornintf
~
: in an, .q~"S)' ; a :se ~
1
0
. . To try.to ~ppeal to,the-,s-urfa_c~ -; ~on~s, '!!rtne -~s Told ¥e''- ~· : ·• .t_hat_ toy ,f~.w 1t1ere ·-~~er g~vfn ·. book The VictimasCiimiMlm4 p~rpetuat ? : :, ·, '.. _: . . . . .
. ~- _~ .y our des-tre_to .~n@\Y ~hJs.artrst,, :. - l~t /~ave lhf!: ~.iYS that ~re - ac~~s__t(l ~'J i,yiJd°!'1', : I! Y(fw 1 e · Artist concerns prison writlr'lgs .~- ,· _
.,
. - .; ··
· - JtJtellyoua91tabout_whatother , makmgyou ·p~
,,. ·. :
_ .·
hadthef!ehnsy_ol,lvemrspJac_e,d · : .. · ,. : .
.
·· _ · _ ~ _ r • .
.
.
•
,
·
..
ill'tJsts came to· mind dur~1 my
·wh,1.t y~w ,:e~lly don >-t wint to_ : s~melhi~ ei!~r.f!1usically or iii,: , ,·. Liter~ry' cri;t~,. ~ci~cf ,fict~o.o .. : t~tsh 'Yho tu_rn ~to .•~bu:~.r
. fiTst a.i,ldience' wtth this ~lbum. be.. t. :
"· _ : .
, . ~: . . , , • .tros.J)~!M~ly; •. tb~n ·purcha-~e . auth.orr_ty,
J!=.bl'l~~s-t,
w .<l-':'OtJ?g . · tr~.n S. o . e
:_l!'i!i;illy th~ ~o_r:rg ar.rangements-.._ ,. , le.eave .tn.e·wns that~ rtJ~king ·, Nick qraf(e.' Y~u ·mi~~t ! i~d0~ _h;«1t·. ·hriHia~t wri~er,~ndltt'fu,t;.~t"'.~of. ·· ·_)ifJ'le::-:-:a.~we~ w~m~}l~Qut~he , .. ., .
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Black Solidarity

by Frank Bolger
Those who follow the doings
of the beast with a brain may take
sardonic amusement in the
knowledge that were this book
available in libraries its author
would be unable to withdraw it.
Before I explain this, I should say
that Blind Ambition, $11.95,
Simon and Schuster, is the latest
of the Watergate (Floodgate
might be more appropriate)
memoirs to descent upon the fair
citizens of our great land.
They are penned by none
other than the Counsel to the
late lamented himself, John W.
Dean Ill. Mr. Dean 's book comes
on the heels of W&B's Final Days,
Attorney Jaworski '. s The Right
and the Power, and Charles " I'd
run over my own grandmother
to get Richard Nixon elected "
Colson's Born Again. The heavy-handed religiosity of the latter
two books is often an
impediment to fluent reading,
particularly in the case of Mr.
Jaworski, whose narrative frequently degenerates into Sermonette. There is a degree of
schizophrenia evident in "The
Right and the Power," or how
else reconcile Mr. Jaworksi 's
necessary prosecutorial skepticism with his religious beliefs.

''/st he Wor /d Coming
. to an En d.?,.,

Nick Drake and the Volitent Album
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Book & Supply Store
Attention
Sophomores

The Spanish Cultural
& Social Club

A meet ing will be held for
SOPHOMOR ES who intend to
major in Elementary Educa ti on,
Early Ch ildhood Ed ucation, Fine
Art s Educa tion, Phy sic a l
Educa tion, "Read ing Education
and Library Science - and fo r
those who p lan to t ake t he
Secondary Collateral Program
w it h a majo r in Engl ish, Math ,
Science, Socia l Stud ies, Span ish
or French .
The purpose of the December
14, 1976 meeting at 2 :45 p.m .
in the Theater for t he Pe rformi ng
Arts will be to d istribute ap pl icat ions and orient students t o
the Field Expe rience wh ich w ill
be required d ur ing the J u nior
year - fall 1977 or spring 1978.

is proud to
sponsor
Dona Rosita
la Soltera
of Federico
Garcia Zorca

Come
Celebrate
Mass of

THANKSGIVING
Tues., Nov. 23
1:40 p.m :
J - 132

London Literary Tour
There w ill be an urgent meeting on Tuesday, November 20,
1976 at 1 :40 p.m . in W ill is 307 .
We will discuss changes in the
itinerary. Your presence is re qu ired.

New Course
(Spring, 1976)
for

MANAGEMENT SCIENCE STUDENTS
BUSINESS INFORMATION SOURCES
L S. 3060 will explore the various reference sources- general and specialized-that contain bus iness i nformation found
in college and public libraries and in government agencies .
All sources surveyed will have a direct application to
MANAGEMENT IN BUSINESS AND INDUSTRY.
Course can be applied towards General Elective Requirements.
L.S . 3060 (1506) will be offered Tuesday 3 :05; Thursday

1 :40.

at the Gramercy
A rts Theatre, NY
Sun ., Dec. 5
Bus will leave T.P.A. at 1 :30 p.m .
Tickets on sa le at Student Activities
fo r $3.25.

RENATA IS ALIVE, VERY
WELL, AND RARING TO
GOI
Our next RENATA CLUB
meets
on
Tuesday.
November 30 at 1 :30 p.m .
in Townsend 106. RENATA
is tailored for the undergraduate and graduate
student, 25 plus years of
age. We plan to meetthe last
Tuesday of the month. We
rap on our-challenges, goals
and new directions. We also
try to cast a light on our
mutual academic problems.
GIVE US A "COLLEGE
TRY" . . .AND YOU WILL
SURELY LIKE US TOOi
Dr. lsie M. Dollman. of the
Institutional Research Department of Kean College. will give
an informal presentation entitled " To Russia With Love ."
Dr. Dollman is an authority on
Russia and will not only share
her expertise with us verbally,
but will use audio -visual equipment as well . This program is
sponsored by the " Only On
Tuesday " programs and will
take place in the Alumni Lounge
of Downs Hall, on November 30
at 1 :40 p.m. Admission is free!

Due to the renovation of _QY ~
textbook department, we are in
the process of returning most of
the books used for the fall
semester.
We suggest if you still need a
book for a course that you come
in to purchase it as soon as pos sible . This w ill assure you a book
for your final exam .

The Squires' F.A.S. Annual Bicentennial Gong
Show is looking for acts.
Come down and fill out
an application. New
deadline is November 23,
1976.

Handicapped Persons Need
Friends in the Community
Imag ine t he !onliness and social isolation you m ight feel if you were
mentally retarded , epileptic, cerebral palsied or had some related
neurologica l disorder.
_
A hand icapped person is waiting fo r someone just like you to be a
friend ; to visit with and talk t o and to share their leisure hours and
feelings in a special way.
Citizen Advocates are doing just this and the Advocacy concept is
growing from day to day in New Jersey. At the present time, there are
Citizen Advocacy Programs in Essex, Union, Somerset, Cumberland,
Burlington and Mercer counties.
College students are the best source of volunteers. Many students
like the idea of combining their knowledge with the practical experience of helping another fellow human being .
Visiting your protege (mentally retarded person) is arranged
(weekly-bi -monthly) by mutual agreement between the advocate and
protege. As a citizen advocate, you can help by sharing your expertise
in day to day living and expose a protege to new activities wh ich you
may take for granted . Us ing public transportat ion , or a telephone, or a
checking account, going shopping or keep ing a neat appearance are
only a few things wh ich may be new to a protege .
Advocates rece ive orientation and train ing attheir own convenience
to work with hand icapped persons .
For fu rth er info rmat ion about Cit izen Advocacy, cal l in Essex 676 8070; in Un ion 322 -2240; in Somerset 725 -8544.

Thursday, November 25, 1976

HAPPY THANKSGIVING
Friday, November 26, 1976

THANKSGIVING RECESS
Saturday, November 27, 1976
11 & 1 p.m .

Children's Theatre Series: " Wizard of Oz"

TPA

Sunday, November 28, 1976
9:30-12 noon
1 :00- 3:30 p.m.
2:30- 5:00 p.m.
7:00- 1:00 a.m.
7:30 p.m .-End

Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship '
Alpha Theta Pi
Groove Phi Groove Meeting ,
Groove Phi Groove Social
CCB Movie : " French Connection II "

Dougall Hall
Mtg Rm A
Mtg Rm B
TV Lge
TPA

Monday, November 29, 1976
6:00-11 :00 p.m .
8:00-11 :00 p .m .
9:00 p.m .-End

Th ird World Movement " Meet t he Greeks"
Sw ing Ph i Swing
Jazz Ja m

DR Ill
Browsi ng Rm
Front Lge

Only o n Tuesday
D r. Elsie Dollman - To Ru ssia, wit h Love
Spanish Cultu ral Social C lu b
Jewish Organization
I.F.S.C. Meeting
I.V. Chr istian fellowship
Ski Club
Campus Ministry
International Students Assoc.
Psychology Club
Townsend Lecture Meeting
Third World Meeting
Jazz Dance
Hotline Training
Communications Disorders Club
Sigma Beta Tau
Nu Theta Chi
Beta Delta Chi
Omega Sigma Psi
Delta Sigma Pi
Lambda Chi Rho
N u Sigma Tau
Rho Theta Tau
Sigma Beta Chi
Nu Sigma Phi
Zeta Belta Pi
Sigma Kappa Phi

Dow ns Hall
W200
W300
W207
J101
)140
J132
)130
)103
CC143
Browsing Rm
Dance Studio
Alumni Lge
Browsing Rm
J143
W200
J138
W100
)134
J133
J130
82128
W207
8210
J307
Mtg Rm A

Tuesday, November 30, 1976
1:40- 3:00 p.m .

11

3:00- 4:30
6:00- 9:00
7:30-10:30
7:40-10 :00
7:40-10 :00
7:40-10:00
7:40-10:00
7:40-10:00
7:40-10:00
7: 40-10 :00
7: 40-10:00
7:40-10:00
7:40-1 0:00
7: 40-1 0:00
8: 00-10:00

p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m .
p.m.
p.m.
p .m.
p .m .
p.m.
p.m.
p. m.
p.m.
p.m.
p. m .
p .m.

Wednesday, December 1, 1976
3 & 8 p .m .
4:30-6 :00 p.m .

M ovie: " Ra shomon"
\ Hotline Empat hy Trai n in g

)100
Al um ni Lge
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Sports Activist Sees Brave New World for Women Athletes
being a college counselor," Scott
contemporary athlete .
by Art Handel
" Olga was an aggressive explained. "There is different
Jack Scott, incisive author,
responses
for
proficient athlete , and profound weightlifte·r, but she also dis- behavioral
social critic, enlightened over 60 played the sensitive qualities of different situations. "
inqu1s1t1ve
Kean
College
students last Thursday when he
demystified the male oriented,
bureaucratized level of contemporary American sports.
Scott, the bespectacled 34yea r old former athletic director
at Oberlin College asserted that
" Sports in our society is
changing, especially when one
sees a male athlete not feeling
threatened by female athletes
doing well in sports."
" We are beginning to get to a
point where woman should feel
comfortable whether they' re involved in weightlighting or tennis," Scott theorized " and men
should feel as comfortable performing in ballet or in football. "
Photo by Joe Ho rvath
Scott believes Olga Connelly,
the former Olympic gold medal "Sports ii"! our society is changing, especially when one sees a male
winner from Czechoslovakia , athlete not feeling threatened by female athletes doing well in
embodies the ideal qualities of a sports."

independenl
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There has never been a skir acing
team
at
Kean
College-until now. Due to the
efforts uf an interested skier,
there is now an official ski team
at Kean College.
The idea for a ski team came
about three weeks ago when
student Dan Goldstein approached
the
athletic
department with a plan. His plan
would afford skiing enthusiasts
the opportunity to compete with
other New Jersey colleges in a·
league sanctioned by the New
Jersey Skiing Association. The
athletic department approved
the plan, and allocated funds for
the team.
Why there has never been a ski
team started before is understandable. No one has been experienced, or for that matter,
interested enough.

DO

YOU

FEEL

Dan, however, has had
previous experience on two racing teams, and feels that as long
as people are interested, they
can learn how to become ski
racers. All that is required for
membership is that the skier
handle the slopes reasonably
well .
Dan is not only the founder of
the ski team, but is also the
coach . He hopes that with his
knowledge of skiing, plus the
desire of the new members, the
Kean College Ski Team will soon
be challenging the league's
other teams for the top spot.
As of now, there are eight
teams in the league, including
Kean. Saalom races will be held
on the following dates: Jan. 29,
Jack Frost Invitational; Feb. 6, 12,
19, 26, Hidden Valley; March 5,
Hunter Mountain Invitational.

TENSE AND ANXIOUS
SITUATIONS?
DO TESTS WORRY YOU?

IN

TEST

DO YOUR GRADES SUFFER BECAUSE OF THIS? IF TESTING
SITUATIONS DO BOTHER YOU, THE COUNSELING CENTER
OF KEAN COLLEGE HAS A PROGRAM WHICH CAN HELP YOU
OVERCOME THESE FEELINGS AND CONCERNS. IF YOU ARE
INTERESTED IN FINDING OUT ABOUT THE TEST ANXIETY
PROGRAM , PLEASE CONTACT THE COUNSELING CENTER,
STUDENT ACTIVITIES / BOOKSTORE BUILDING - ROOM
SA 126. EXTENSIONS : 2082, 2083, 2084.

elude special exercises for stretching out the body and releasing
Announcing the all new four excess tensions as well as
week Modern Dance Workshop strengthening the muscles: She
on Tuesdays from 4:30 to 6:00 chooses movements that are
p.m. November 23rd and 30th simple enough so that the
and December 7th and 14th. The student can have the satisfaction
basic techniques of modern of doing them well . A fusion of
dance taught will help to tone up these movements will result in a
the body.
group dance by the end of the
workshop. As a special added atThe instructor for this traction th.e re will be live guitar
workshop, Diann Krevsky, is a accompaniment performed by
modern dance graduate of Ben- Larry Martin.
nington in Vermont. She spends
This course is free and open to
most of her time rehearsing and all. We will meet in the Dance
performing with various com- Studio (D-107) of the D 'Angola
panies in New York City. She also Gym on Campus. Dancing is the
performs original pieces in ideal way to combine exercise
Philadelphia and New York.
with creative recreation and
In this workshop Diann will in- come out feelin~ good!!

Express Yourself

Berkeley, where he introduced
the radical course , Intercollegiate Athletics and Educa·tion :
A
Socio-Psychological
Evaluation . He blew a whistle at
the introduction of his first class,
which bitterly symbolized the
way athletic departments run
their programs.
Scott is currently director of
the Institute for the Study of
Sport and Society, a post he has
held since its inception in 1970.
Reactions
to Scott's accusations did not vary . Jeff
Tiplady, a Physical Education ma jor stated : " I thought he was a
radical , but he isn 't. Actually, he
favors a slow change in athletic
programs."
Martin Clark, an articulate
Recreation
major,
asserted :
Scott's honesty impressed me
the most. It is important that he
sees other views on sport, and
not just radical ones."
Jack Scott's appearence was
sponsored
by
Student
Organization.

Cagers in Rebuilding Year
by David Schwenzer
" Rebuilding" is the best word
describe Coach Joe Palermo's
Squires basketball team .
last year the Squires struggled
through a dismal 4-21 season.
This year they will try to become
Kean 's first winning basketball
team in twelve years .
" Last year we started all
freshmen. This year we're all
sophomores and we' re still
basically young. I think we will
improve as we mature,"· described Coach Palermo.
leading the Squires on the
court will be 6-4 sophomore
forward Vin MacDonald . MacDonald made second team all
conference last year, and was
Kean's top soccer and

--------------------------Jto

Kean College Takes
to the Slopes

Regarding the impact of
television on professional sports,
Scott charged that " television
does control professional sports;
we see this when timeouts are
called by television ."
No new proposals were
offered
by Scott toward
ameliorating the quality of
athletics in contemporary
America. He reiterated several
concepts expressed by former St.
Louis linebacker Dave
Meggyesy, author of the controversial book Out of Their
League,. which denounced
college athletic programs.
A graduate of Syracuse
University, Jack Scott achieved
national notoriety with Athletics
for Athletes, a compelling book
which promoted the assumption
that interco llegiate athletics is
worthwhile but should be placed
under the same control as
education departments.
His controversial academic
career gained stature at the
University of California at

rebounder.
" He has natural ability, and a
knack of being in the right place
at the right time," praised assistant Coach Hawkins.
Other strong positions in the
lineup are, sophomore Jerome
Hubbard, a 6-4 center, and 6-2
sophmore guard Chuck Robb.
(6-2).
The leading candidates for the
remaining forward position on
the court are 6-5 senior Nick
Yankowicz, who is an excellent
shooter, 6-1 junior Steve Depts,
and
6-1
sophomore Bill
Comeaux.
Art Watson , team captain Jeff
Tipley, Gary Williston , Brian
Cavanaugh, and Martin Clark
will provide bench strength .

" Of are reserves, Gary Williston played football and he is a little behind right now but he will
catch up. Jeff Tipley is an excellent shooter as is Art Watson ."
Asked to comment on this
year's schedule, one that includes Glassboro, Monmouth,
and Jersey City, Palmero said:
" It is one of the toughest
schedules in the area . The tournaments will also be rough. The
Maryland Tournament added
Salisbury State and they are a big
ball club. "
Coach Palermo mapped out
the goals for this year's squad.
"Our only real goal is to have a
. 500
season ,
and
be
competitive."

Student Teaching Application Meeting
The Annual Student Teaching Application Meeting has been
scheduled for December 14 at 1:30 p.m. in the Theater for the
Performing Arts for presentJUNIORS, both full time and part time,
who are majoring in Early Childhood, Elementary Education, Fine
Arts Education, Industrial Studies Education, Library Science,
Mental Retardation, Music Education, Physical Education, Speech
Correction and Hard of Hearing Education.
Those JUNIORS who are taking the Secondary Collateral
Program with majors in English, Math, Science, Social Studies,
Spanish and French, are also required to attend this meeting.
Distribution of applications for Student Teaching in the fall of
1977 or spring of 1978 will be followed by an orientation session .
Students with a degree, who are working toward certification in
any of the areas above, are also invited to this meeting if they intend
to student teach in the 1977-78 academic year.

SQUIRES' FIRST AID
SQUAD INC.
First Annual Bicentennial
Fund Raising

GONG SHOW!
Come Participate!
Show Date: Dec. 6, 1976
7:30 p.m. Theater for Performing Arts
Kean College Campus
Entry Fee: $10.00
Win Cash prize and trophies
1st, 2nd, 3rd
for info. contact
Squires' First Aid Squad, Inc.
at 355-9771
Proceeds go to Squires' F.A.S. Inc.
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In cident Could Hurt Pub PrivileKes

Door Smashed Open
The front entrance of the Pub was boarded shut last
Friday as a result of the incident which happened two
weeks ago when an unknown patron kicked the door
open. Also damaged was the door leading from the Little
Snack Bar to the corridor of Sloan Lounge .
According to eyewitnesses,
the man shook the door about
three times and then easily
kicked open the door. The individual is described as being
black, about 5'8", with short hair
and a beard."

Council To
Probe
(Continued from page 1)
not set any limitations or
guidelines on what we should
do. " Greg Gomes, assistant
treasurer said , "Students should
be responsible enough to deem
what to do with their $66 for a
class" .
In other business, it was announced that Stud~nt Org will

The door is locked every night
about 9 p.m . to keep patrons
from going into the Campus
Center. At this time, all exits and
entries must be made from the
back door of the pub .
Buz Whelan, president of
have a "staff reorganization ".
Ann McKnight who was the
bookkeeper will be promoted to
Assistant Bu siness Manager and
that Joan Caruso, part-ti me clerk
typist be promoted to full time
(from September 1st to June 1st)
Clerk / Bookkeeper. According
to Gomes, " this will cost approximately $2 ,000 extra than the
present situation but the loss
would be made up by efficiency. " He added, " this will
make Student Org. more
cohesive. "

Student Organization, was working next door in his office that
night. Whelan stated, " I heard a
crash and I thought someone
was monkeying with these doors ·
(Student Org. entrance) ." He
added , " I came out of my office
and saw the pub door was
smashed." He also added, " I
went to the pub and asked if
anyone saw what happened and
asked them to tell what they saw
to the Campus Police."
Whelan finally stated, " It
could hurt pub privileges for _
everyone if we let this guy get
away with this kind of irresponsibility."

Cronkite
(Continue:J from page 1)
" We believe that we should give
our students as many opportunities as possible to experience mass communications
first-hand. We are attempting to
give Kean College students actual work experience to supplement their classroom studies.
Then , when our students
graudate, they will have a betterPhoto by Steve Scheiner
idea of the job opportunities
The pub door was kicked in and. damaged last week. It was boarded
available to them ."

shut and was reopened Tuesday.

Many Ignorant of Financial Aid Eligibility
The Dean of Students, Pat lpolito, in an effort to make taxable year. Usually the apstudents =tware of the existence of the many kinds of plicant and his parents must sign
financial aio, has prepared a list of questions and answers a statement certifying that these
conditions are met.
that he hopes will encourage students to apply for asHow can a student know
sistance. The list will follow.
whether he or she may be
Since most programs make a..yards on a first come, first eligible?
There are certain basic criteria
serve basis and the processing time for applications may
take weeks, the Director of Financial Aid , Clare Davies , that apply to almost all
citizenship,
persuggests that students fill out and submit form as soon as programs:
manent residency or parole
possible. Davies noted that many Kean stude11ts are " so (refugee) status, admission to a
derelict about applying for financial aid on time. "
degree program, demonstrated
"Many students," lpolito added , " are simply not financial need.
What . are the expections to
aware that they are eligible'."
Registration time has come
again and with it comes the
agonizing thoughts of where
tuition and book , money will
come from . Everything seems to
cost much · more than ever
before and that doesn' t exclude
tuition. One possible solution to
the problem of college expenses
could be in the form of financial
aid. Many programs of aid still
have • money for people who
qualify. The following
statements will -try to clear up any
questions about financial aid.

Is financial aid still available for
1976-77?
Yes, but not in all programs.
Students may still apply for Basic
Grants (BEOG), National Direct
Student Loans, and Guaranteed
Student Loans. Job applicants
now exceed available jobs and
there will be little additional hiring during the year except as
replacements are needed.

When should application be
made for spring semester aid?
Immediately. NSD loan money
still uncommitted is very limited
and will be awarded on a firstcome, first-serve basis to eligible
students . Many lending
institutio n s reach
their
Guaranteed Student Loan limits
by mid-year and refuse to approve new loans until the next
academic year. BEOG applications will be accepted up to
March 15, 1977, but since an application takes four to six weeks
for processing, students must apply long before _the grant is
needed.

When should application be
made for next year (1977-78)1
No later than April 1, 1977.
College aid application forms
should be ready by January;
BEOG applications may not be
distributed until March.

. What is financial aid?
All programs of grants and
schola rships, loans, or employment that aid students in

meeting college costs.

What are the income levels
above which students are not
eligible for aid?
This is a question frequently
asked that cannot be answered
directly. Programs differ in their
requirements and there are
many variables in the determination of need other than income. In general, grants are
awarded to students with ~he
greatest need and lowest family
incomes. Jobs and loans are
more likely to be the kinds of aid
offered to middle and upper income students . Guaranteed
Student Loans are designed to
serve students from higher income families th.in NDS loans.

What is financial need?
Financial need is the
difference between a student's
resources and his basic
educational expenses. Nearly all
aid programs require the use of a
standard " needs analysis" system
to determine the amount that a
college can reasonably expect
from the income and assets of a
st udent and his parents.

these criteria?

Students on foreign student
visas may be employed as
Student
Aides;
Guaranteed
Student Loans may be approved
for pre-matriculated or nonmatriculated students; students
without demonstrated financial
need can be employed as
Student Aides if needy students
have been served first and funds
are available.
There are many different types
of financial aid programs . They
are divided into two basic
catagories:
College administered programs and state
administered programs . A brief
description of both follows.

Basic Grant (BEOG)
A
federal
entitlement
program . Applications provided
by the college and centra lly
processed in Iowa . The college
distributes the funds but has little
part in determining eligibility or
amounts . Amounts of awards
range from $200 to $1 ,400.

National Direct Student loans

When may a student be considered independent so his
parents' income does not figure
in the needs analysis?
The student has not lived with
his parents for more then two
consecutive weeks, is
not
claimed on their tax return, and
has not received over $600 in
cash or kind . These three conditions must be met or expected
to be met over a three-year
period: the year before a student
applies for aid, the year during
which he applies, and the next

Awards up to $500 for tuition .
Applicants must be within one
yea r of high school graduation or
within five years if they have not
attended college previously. Application deadline for 1977-78 is
December 1, 1976. ~

Supplementary
Educational
Opportunity Grants

State
loans

Federal grants from $200 to
$1,500 ($4,000 total for four years)
for exceptionally needy
students. Grants must be matched by equal amounts of aid
from certain eligible funds.

Application is made directly to
a lending institution for loans at 7
per cent upto$2,500 for full-time
or $800 for part-time attendance.
Principal is payable starting nine
months after graduation or
withdrawal.

Educational Opportunity Fund
Grants
Grants from state funds limited
to New Jersey residents in the
EEO program or to transfers who
received EOF awards at another
college. From $250 to $750 for a
commuter or $1 ,000 fo.r a
resident.

College Work-Study Employment
Federally funded employment
requirin·g matching funds from
the college for students
demonstrating need. Jobs may
be on campus or in non-profit
organizations off-campus . Earnings may not exceed unmet
need.

Student Aid Employment
On-campus
employment
provided by the college from
state funds.
Students with
rieeded skills and without
demonstrated need can be em-

State-administered programs
State Scholarships

Guaranteed

Student

Public Tuition Aid (PT A)
A new program of tuition assistance to offset the increased
need of public college students
because of the latest tuition increase. Awards from $40 per
semester for a 14 credit loan to
$194 per semester for 21 credits.
A BEOG application is the
vehicle
for
establishing
eligibility. Any BEOG applicant
with an eligibility index of 2500
or less may be eligible for PTA.
The BEOG application deadline
for a fall semester PTA was
September 25 , 1976. However,
students may still apply for a spring semester award (Limited to
full-time undergraduate New
Jersey residents.)
For more information call 5272050 or stop in the Financial Aid
Office , 2nd Floor, Administration Building.

Hunger Day Sparks Awareness

What factors are considered in
a needs analysis?
The primary factors are gross
income, both taxable and nontaxable, assets, including equity,
size of family, number of
children
in college , and
unavoidable or unusual costs
such as medical bills.

ployed after needy students have
been served .

Loans at 3 per cent interest up
to $1,500 per year ($5,000 total on
undergraduate level) provided
from federal funds plus matching funds from
college.
Cancellation provisions for certain teachers of the handicapped or disadvantaged . Principal is payable starting nine
months after graduation . or
withdrawal.

by Susan Rodin
and Robert Kern
On Tuesday, November 16, a
Hunger Awareness Day was held
in Downs Hall. Demonstrations
and workshops were sponsored
by the Co-operative Campus
Ministries of Union County ,
Catholic
Campus
Ministry,
Jewish Student Organization ,
Christian Fellowship, and the
Health and Recreation
Department of Kean College.
According to Father Richard
Garcia the day was held to " try to
make people aware of the fact of
the complexities of world
hunger." He added, "Both the
surface and unseen forces will
have a great sociological effect
upon all of us within the coming

years. "
Sister Mary Alice stated, "We

Father Garcia
had representatives from Bread
for the World , Global Education
Associates, American Friends,
CROP (Community
Hunger
Organization), ECHO (Essex
County Hunger Organization).
They all sent speakers and had
displays. We also had audio

visual films running from
CROP."
Father Garcia said , " The day
had to be a success as far as we're
concerned" and he noted the
good part1c1pation in the
workshops. Sister Mary Alice
added, " At Kean I felt it went
over due to the support of
Professor George Burt of the
Philosophy Department who
urged his classes to attend the
workshops that day, and make
reports for their class. So at least
thirty students attended who
would not have come otherwise.
In addition I felt that there could
have been a lot more support,
from different groups on Campus and other faculty members ."
Sister Mary Alice also added that
plans are being made for a
follow-up day of displays before
the end of the semester.

